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The Unexpected Duchess
Books 4-6 in the ASSIGNMENT: Caribbean Nights series--all three full length
novels in one set! Contains: Protecting Her SEAL Marrying Her SEAL Keeping
Her SEAL Protecting Her SEAL Former Navy SEAL Miles Lynch came home
from Iraq with the nickname “Mild.” His dirty little secret? It’s easy to stay calm
when you don’t care about anything. He learned the hard way that happy
endings don’t exist—fighting for the cause only got him broken and disillusioned.
Explosives expert Lale ?akir knows a thing or two about chemistry, but only on
paper. When it comes to men? Total novice. But when she agrees to create an
artificial coral reef for Aqueous Adventures as an excursion site near the
Caribbean island Miles calls home, will the unexpected heat between them cause
too many complications… or melt the polar ice cap around his heart? Marrying Her
SEAL Navy SEAL Jaxon Hyland can fix anything—except the inconvenient
attraction he's always had for his gorgeous best friend. It was easy to maintain a
hands-off policy when he was deployed half a world away, but when Thora pops
up on Duchess Island, the Caribbean paradise Jack calls home, everything
changes. Emotionally bruised by a bad breakup, Thora needs Jack now more
than ever. Jack has never been able to tell her no, not even when she asks him
to marry her. It's supposed to be temporary. 100% fake. Platonic. But how long
can that really last when she's the only woman he's ever wanted? Keeping Her
SEAL Jace Custer followed his former SEAL team to the Caribbean in hopes of
answering the question: What’s next? But he doesn’t fit in at Duchess Island like
he did in Iraq. While searching for a place to call his own, Jace unexpectedly
finds a home tending bar for Stella Chase, but when the chemistry between them
heats up, he realizes he wants more from her than just a job. Stella can’t trust
her bartender with her heart—he’s too young, too hot, and too much of a player.
Jace is determined to strip away her preconceptions of him… but she’s just as
determined to hold him at arm’s length. Can a recovering player ever really
change his stripes? Or is he destined to never fit into his own life?
"Don't push me in a corner. You have no idea what I am capable of." After the
tumultuous scandal when becoming a widow, Diana has become a blushing bride
once again. She and her dashing new husband Peter Thornton, Duke of
Avondale, are eager to embark upon their life together and leave the ghosts of
the past behind. The world has never looked so bright for the once unfortunate
duchess, and her joy continues to grow. Embraced by her peers and her beloved
husband alike, Diana turns toward the future with a renewed optimism and seizes
the second chance to build the future of her dreams. But some things are too
good to be true, and some demons refuse to stay banished. The happiest
moments in Diana's life are suddenly tempered by the resurgence of a familiar
and dangerous threat. Torn unwillingly miles apart, husband and wife must
struggle to get by alone as an insidious plot brews in the background. Diana flees
to the country, where she learns to balance the weight of her burdens with the
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sheer bliss of motherhood. Meanwhile, back in London, Peter works to uncover
the truth of the secret danger lurking around his family. Regency Romance
Series: The Duchess Scandal Part 1, 2 & 3 Search Terms: historical romance,
historical romance series, historical fiction, regency romance, regency, romance,
viking, viking romance, highlander, J.S. Scott, free romance series, romance
series, love story, romantic suspense, woman's romance, harlequin, sweet love
story, battle, epic, historical Scottish Romance series, historical fantasy, time
travel, time travel romance, time travel romance, time travel fiction, historical time
travel romance, sexy hero, hot and steamy, ageless romance, Scottish romance
The daughter of the wealthiest man in England, a cynical Allegra Morgan accepts
the proposal of the impoverished Quinton Hunter, Duke of Sedgwick, on the
condition that her new husband will never ask for her love, a rule that both find
increasingly difficult to honor, thanks to an unexpected passion and a dangerous
mission that draws them into the perils of the French Revolution. Reprint.
He’s claimed his title Can he inherit a bride too?
The indomitable grandeur of the irascible, intimidating Duchess all but controls
the lives of her family and London society. Only Rachel, her granddaughter, can
escape, perhaps through love.
Compelling romance and swashbuckling thrills. The dramatic and gripping story of one man
with two lives and the woman he craves, but cannot have… He was the handsome aristocrat
and charismatic adventurer who created a dynasty and she was the feisty, unconventional
woman he loved. He was English and she was French, two strong-willed people determined
never to give in to each other, and a devious, diabolical enemy determined to exact revenge on
the smuggler who had constantly evaded him and thwarted his nefarious plans, Set at the end
of the 18th century when France was on the cusp of a bloodthirsty Revolution, this is an
exciting and unputdownable tale of daring escapes, broken promises, distrust and
misunderstandings, all threaded through by a passionate and turbulent love affair, a scorching
romance that wouldn’t be denied. Part 3: The Determined Duchess Married to a man she
loathes, who has lied to and deceived her, Marie-Catherine avoids and ignores him as much
as she can and is a lonely, embittered woman with only her dog for comfort. She has wealth
and status and her family are cared for, but without any love in her life she is still desperately
unhappy. Moreover, headstrong and wilful as ever, and angrier than she has ever been, she
wants to pay back her detested husband in any way she can and the more she infuriates him,
the more it satisfies her. Until, one memorable, shocking night at St James’s Palace, in front of
the Royal Family and cream of Society, an urgent message comes from France and everything
changes. Disregarding the danger she is undoubtedly heading into, Marie-Catherine has to
confront her nightmares once again and risk her life to help rescue people from Normandy; but
if it means helping The Shadow deal with the ruthless Edgar Bernheim and Pierre Dupont, she
can’t help herself, she simply has to go. Nothing and no one will stop her; she is determined.
But will she be in time and the reality is, what can she do against a group of brutal and
vengeful men? After all, isn't she just a mere woman…?
Unexpected DuchessGriffin
Architect John Lascar and duke’s ward Faith Harper are desperately in love but hiding it, for
each fears that admitting their love will destroy the other. But when shocking events force them
together physically and change their status in the eyes of the world, each uses that love to help
the other survive. Regency Historical by Allison Lane; second of the Portland Chronicles
Trilogy
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The scandal of the season! For American Katrina Vandenberg, the rules of London society are
stifling. So, when a rare moment of solitude at a particularly tedious ball is interrupted, she's
disappointed...until she lays eyes on a very handsome stranger! Julian Carlisle, Duke of
Lyonsdale, is destined for a dull marriage of convenience, and Katrina couldn't be further from
the docile, blue–blooded bride he needs. An affair would be scandalous, but could there be a
way for this highly unsuitable woman to become Julian's perfect duchess after all? Secret Lives
of the Ton What Society doesn't know...
With her golden hair and dazzling emerald eyes, Lady Emily Carroll should have her pick of
suitors. Instead, her crippling shyness has earned her the nickname "Ice Princess." Nicholas,
Duke of Manning, isn't looking for a bride, but he won't pass up a stolen kiss at a masked ball.
With her blushes hidden, Emily lets her inhibitions go. Only to find herself betrothed! Now it's
her wedding night, and her new husband seems determined to thaw his Ice Princess and
reveal her every secret….

The unexpected duchess Archibald Salisbury, son of a viscount, war hero, and
proficient in the proper ways of aristocratic society, has received orders for his
most challenging mission: Genevieve, Duchess of Blakesley. How she inherited a
duchy isn’t his problem. Turning her into a perfect duchess is. But how can he
keep his mind on business when her beauty entices him toward pleasure? It was
impossible, unprecedented…and undeniably true. Genevieve is now a “duke”, or,
rather, a duchess. So what is she to do when the ton eyes her every move,
hoping she’ll make a mistake? Genevieve knows she has brains and has
sometimes been told she has beauty, but, out of her depth, she calls on an
expert. And what an expert, with shoulders broad enough to lean on, and a wit
that matches her own. Archie is supposed to teach her to be a lady and run her
estate, but what she really wants to do is unladylike—run into his arms.
He'll keep her safe—at any cost Protecting the royal family is Linus Murati's job.
So when the queen's younger sister is attacked, the devoted Lydian royal
guardsman goes into action and saves her life. But this was no random
occurrence. Danger has followed Julia Miller across the Atlantic from Seattle.
Now Linus has two missions: to keep the maddeningly independent future
duchess in his sights at all times, and to catch the culprit who threatens the
woman whose trust—and love—he desires above all others. Protecting the Crown:
The royal guardsmen serve their country with honor and integrity
Lady Gloria Swenson has lived through eighteen months she can never forget or
escape. Can Lord Clare help her to live, when all she wants to do is hide? When
Jeremy Blessing, better known as the Marquess of Clare, discovers a proud
young lady wandering his father's lands, he finds himself looking for her angelic
smile and golden head at every turn. But Lady Gloria Swenson has lived through
eighteen months she'll never forget or escape, no matter how far she's already
run. When Clare insists on her time, then her trust, and finally offers a marriage
to protect her, they'll have to confront the thorny issues of all complex
relationships one difficult negotiation at a time, even as they flee across the Irish
Sea and the through the Scottish borderlands in a futile search for safety. Money,
family, children, and a vindictive, greedy man all collude to separate them, but it
is Gloria's reticence that Clare has to conquer more than any other obstacle. Will
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Gloria overcome her fears and her disillusionment? What will Clare have to
sacrifice to bring them together?
Mr Badger is used to dealing with guests good and bad. But one day - the day of
the Philatelic Society Annual Dinner - an extremely difficult guest arrives,
demanding the Royal Suite. Just who is this tall and troublesome woman, and
why does she look a little familiar? Look out for all the Mr Badger books and
follow his adventures at the Boubles Grand Hotel.
"St. Martin's Paperbacks historical romance"--Spine.
Although she is the most popular novelist in history, with over two billion books
sold worldwide, Agatha Christie lived a life shrouded in secrecy and fueled by
curiosity. Nearly as notorious for her aversion to the press as she was for her 80
books and collections of short stories, Christie made no secret of her need for
privacy. Utilizing over 5,000 previously unpublished letters, notes, and
documents, award-winning biographer Richard Hack allows Christie to write
again, 33 years after her death. Duchess of Death is her story, as full of romance,
travel, wealth, and scandal as any mystery Christie ever crafted. There have
been numerous biographies of the Queen of Crime, all of which claim to be
definitive. However, Duchess of Death is the first to draw from such an enormous
number of previously unpublished correspondence and notes, effectively
establishing it as the most authoritative, penetrating look at the personal and
literary life of Christie.
Reproduction of the original: The Duchess of Wrexe by Horace Walpole
This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of this series
are united by passion for literature and driven by the intention of making all public
domain books available in printed format again - worldwide. At tredition we
believe that a great book never goes out of style. Several mostly non-profit
literature projects provide content to tredition. To support their good work,
tredition donates a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a
TREDITION CLASSICS book, you support our mission to save many of the
amazing works of world literature from oblivion.
Read by Nicol Williamson.
The international bestseller from Italy's foremost woman writer--now in
paperback.
Death is just the beginning in this dark, chilling Gothic Regency Romance... After
the death of her beloved guardian, Miss Felicity Fields is left adrift, her future
uncertain. Grief-stricken, she launches a plan to use her knowledge of alchemy
to build a Philosopher's Stone, and bring back to life the woman who was like a
mother to her. The last thing this blunt bluestocking needs is the return of
Nicholas Harding, the Duke of Wycliffe and rightful owner of her home on the wild
coast of Cornwall. He stirs an unexpected passion within her, and Felicity has
had enough change in her life. When they were children, Nicholas never
understood his aunt's brilliant but unemotional ward, or her many strange
scientific studies. He ought to take her back to London, so she can make a
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proper society match--except he can't stop thinking about her. But with the line
between life and death blurred by Felicity's macabre experiments, can he
convince her that she's no longer alone, and her proper place is by his side?
"Erica Monroe's voice is a breath of fresh air for the historical romance genre.
The Determined Duchess is wildly inventive, with a romance you will root for!"
-Jess Michaels, USA Today Bestselling Author Previously published in
CHARMED AT CHRISTMAS
Sir Hugh Seymour Walpole (1884-1941) was an English novelist. He was a key
member of the exclusive homosexual coterie in 1930s London, which included
Noel Coward and Ivor Novello. W. H. Auden visited him in the 1930s.
George Henry Alexander Clowes was a pivotal figure in the development of the
insulin program at the Eli Lilly Company. Through his leadership, scientists and
clinicians at Lilly and the University of Toronto created a unique, international
team to develop and purify insulin and take the production of this life-saving
agent to an industrial scale. This biography, written by his grandson, presents his
scientific achievements, and also takes note of his social and philanthropic
contributions, which he shared with his wife, Edith. It tells the story of Clowes
from his childhood in late Victorian England to his death at Woods Hole on Cape
Cod in 1958. Educated in England and Germany, Clowes came to America to
join a startup laboratory in Buffalo, where he conducted basic research on cancer
and applied research on other disease-related problems. Assuming the position
of head of research at Lilly, Clowes was at the center of one of the great
discoveries that changed the course of medical history and offered new life to
millions of individuals with diabetes and other metabolic disorders. Clowes was
also instrumental in the development of other commercial pharmaceutical
advances. Devoted to a number of philanthropic causes, Clowes and Edith
contributed greatly to the cultural life of his adopted country, a contribution that
continues to this day.
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